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Kids dig planting with TreeKeepers

By Becky Manley
The Journal Gazette

Laura J. Gardner/The Journal Gazette

Planting a maple tree are Boys & Girls Club members, from left, Keiaudra Hall, Kobilah Butler and Janiya Mitchell, with
volunteer Jack Stark.

The sky was blue, the sun shined and the air was crisp, making it a perfect day to plant a tree.

The chilly air carried the sounds of shovels scooping dirt, feet stomping to compact soil and the excited voices of kids.

Trees Indiana organized the tree planting that began at Edsall and McCormick avenues before volunteers both young and
old dispersed throughout the Harvester neighborhood to plant 30 maple and pear trees.

“Today is our inaugural tree planting,” Trees Indiana organizer Carol Cavell said.

Members of TreeKeepers, a club formed at the McCormick Boys & Girls Club two years ago, and community volunteers
helped plant the trees.

Before reading a proclamation declaring National NeighborWoods Month, Fort Wayne Mayor Graham Richard quizzed the
kids on why trees are important.

Quick answers included shade and oxygen, before an adult said trees shelter wildlife like squirrels, making one boy’s
thoughts leap from small nut-eating squirrels to giant meat-eating cats.

“No mountain lions,” the boy insisted.

After Richard read the proclamation, the planting began, led by a man whose name tag read “Just Bill.”

A TreeKeepers insider revealed Just Bill’s true identity as Bill Fallon, a community volunteer.

Just Bill quizzed the savvy kids, who correctly identified the tree they were about to plant as a maple, and, when Just Bill
asked which end of the tree goes up, they indicated the leafy side.

After a flurry of activity, the tree was planted. Volunteers stood back, admiring their work.

“Is it straight?” Just Bill asked, his head cocking to the side in an imitation of the slightly skewed tree.

The tree was soon straightened.

Then the tree was given the TreeKeepers’ blessing – members circled the tree, clapped and rubbed their hands briskly,
then thrust the built-up energy to the tree, saying, “Grow, tree, grow.”
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Kobilah Butler, 10, said she had fun “because I’ve never planted trees before.”

Maitland Williams, 6, wearing yellow work gloves and carrying a shovel with a blue plastic blade, said he liked planting, too.

“Because we can grow apples and we can use all the shovels and do water.”

There are about 25 TreeKeepers who learn about trees through organized activities before going on a “tree quest,”
otherwise known as a field trip, said Nancy Bradtmiller, a Trees Indiana founder.

Trees Indiana supports local efforts to educate communities on the importance of planting, protecting and maintaining
trees. The group was formed in the spring.

“Well, youth really need to know about the importance of trees,” Bradtmiller said.

“This is really a community project,” said Carol Cavell, another founder. “We want to train them to be good stewards.”

Cavell and Bradtmiller hope the seeds of forestry planted in young minds reap fruit throughout the state.

“Our goal is to get the curriculum throughout the state of Indiana in youth groups,” Cavell said.

Saturday’s tree planting was sponsored by the Alliance for Community Trees, a national organization that gave Trees
Indiana a $7,075 grant. In addition, Trees Indiana received $20,000 from the Indiana Department of Natural Resources and
$4,000 from the local M.E. Raker Foundation.

Other partners included the Boys & Girls Club, Fort Wayne Parks & Recreation, the Fort Wayne Housing Authority, the city
of Fort Wayne and Home Depot.
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